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Abstract. A series of non-reacting and reacting flow experiments are performed in a vortex combustion coldwall (VCCW) chamber using gaseous oxygen and gaseous hydrogen as propellants. Oxidizer is injected tangentially at the aft end of a combustion chamber from four ports. Hydrogen is injected axially from the topcentre of the chamber. The oxidizer to fuel mixture ratios considered for the experimental studies are in the
range of 4.2–6.0 for non-reacting case, and 6.38 for reacting flow experiments. Numerical simulations under
non-reacting conditions are conducted to understand the flow behaviour in the chamber at a mixture ratio of 4.2
considering the same propellants used in the experiment. Results from non-reacting flow cases indicated that the
chamber pressure increased by 0.8 bar with an increase in the mixture ratio from 4.2 to 6.0. The chamber
pressure developed under the reacting flow conditions is found to be higher by around 1.3 bar compared with the
non-reacting flow condition. The oxidizer concentration is found to be higher along the inner chamber wall, thus
limiting the wall surface temperature to 360 K in the reacting conditions.
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1. Introduction
Rocket propulsion is associated with the transportation of
payloads/satellites to the outer atmosphere by generating
thrust. The combustion of fuel inside the combustion
chamber and the plume exhaust through the convergent–
divergent nozzle generate thrust. A large thermal load gets
imposed on the chamber surface during the combustion,
leading to various failure modes in the engine components,
thermal stress and fatigue, and deterioration of injector
surface. This demands an effective cooling of the combustion chamber of a rocket engine. The common methods
followed for cooling of the combustion chambers are
regenerative cooling, radiative cooling, film type cooling,
dump cooling, transpirational cooling, ablative cooling and
combination of these methods [1]. A novel method for the
chamber cooling, namely the vortex combustion cold-wall
(VCCW) chamber, was introduced by Chiaverini et al [2].
A schematic of this principle is illustrated in figure 1. Here,
the oxidizer injection ports are placed tangentially to the
chamber at the aft end with a small tilt angle. The tangential
injection generates a strong centrifugal force that helps the
oxidizer to form a vortex and reach the top end of the
chamber. At this point a reversal in the direction of this
vortex occurs, thus forming an inner vortex core as shown
*For correspondence

in figure 1. These two vortices combine to form a bi-directional co-spinning vortex in the chamber. Fuel is injected axially from the top-plate of the chamber and gets
entrained with the inner vortex core. This mechanism
confines the combustion within the inner core of the
chamber, thus avoiding direct contact of the combustion
mixture with the surface of the chamber. Since the combustion products are separated from the outer wall by an
upwards spiralling low-temperature oxidizer, the chamber
wall is maintained at lower temperature, thus reducing its
thermal stresses and fatigue. Initially, Vyas et al [3] provided an analytical solution for the fluid flow in VCCW
chamber by considering the flow to be incompressible,
inviscid and steady, and later incorporated a viscous correction [4]. The heat transfer phenomenon in a vortex
engine is studied by Kargar et al [5] experimentally and it is
concluded that the dominant mode of heat transfer is due to
radiation. Ramos and Somer [6] carried out investigations
on a swirling combustor. They introduce a fuel–air mixture
through the vanes to generate a swirl in the inner core and
the outer region is provided with high-pressure filtered air.
The latter region is observed as a free vortex where the
turbulence effects are found to be lower, and the former
behaves as a solid-body rotation. Amit and Ranganathan [7]
carried out three-dimensional numerical simulations to
study the flow pattern inside a cylinder having tangential
inlet and exit ports. Their simulation results are in
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Figure 1. Schematic of the vortex combustion cold wall
(VCCW) chamber.

concurrence with those of the experimental results. The
influence of number of oxidizer swirl injectors on engine
specific impulse was studied by Zerrouki and Liazid [8],
who showed that the latter improved with an increase in the
former. Vyas and Majdalani [9] carried out an analysis to
provide an exact solution of the motion of bi-directional
vortex in a cylinder chamber. They considered steady,
inviscid, nonreactive, incompressible and rotational conditions to model the flow. It is observed that the mantle layer
is at 71% of the chamber radius, which is in good concurrence with the former experimental results.
Kulshreshtha and Channiwala [10] conducted reacting
experiments in a trapped vortex combustor where the
hydrogen fuel is injected in the cavity. The temperature
distribution over the cavity reveals that the maximum
temperature is at the centre of the cavity and is lower near
the cavity entrance. The pressure drop in the combustor is
found to be less than 5%, which is lower than those in any
other conventional swirl stabilized flames. Li et al [11]
carried out numerical simulations in vortex cooling thrust
chamber using gaseous oxygen and methane. They investigated the heat distribution in the chamber head-panel
using different fuel injection methods and thrust chamber
configurations and related it to the specific impulse. Axial
and tangential injection of fuel improved the combustion
efficiency of the chamber. The spherical-head panel in the
thrust chamber is found to prevent high temperatures. The
larger angle for tangential fuel injection improved the
cooling of chamber head; however, it reduced the specific
impulse compared with the one with axial injection.
Moreover, the specific impulse is observed to increase with
a secondary injection of oxidizer from the chamber top. Sun
and Cao [12] carried out investigations to characterize the
ignition process in vortex thrusters. They utilized sparkplug ignition method in the thruster using methane and
oxygen as propellants. They varied the spark energy and
position of the spark plug in the thruster. The results show
that the spark energy is an important parameter for ignition,
and its position is not significant. Numa [13] carried out
numerical simulations on a steady, viscid, turbulent and
non-premixed combustion model with radiation to study the

vortex flow in the combustor at different chamber configurations with the baseline dimensions unchanged. In one of
the configurations studied, presence of a wall near the
throat ensured faster and stronger vortex and prevented the
oxidizer from escaping radially into the nozzle.
Numerical simulation of hot and cold flows with gaseous
oxygen and gaseous hydrogen in a vortex cooling thrust
chamber was conducted by Li et al [14]. The average
surface temperature was found to be 388 K. Around 86% of
the chamber volume had the interface between the inner
and outer vortices. The combustion efficiency of large
vortex thrust chamber with gaseous oxygen and gaseous
hydrogen as propellants was studied by Li et al [15]. Different distribution diameters of hydrogen injectors were
numerically and experimentally analysed. The injector with
maximum diameter was found to produce the highest
combustion efficiency, of around 97.6%. Flow visualization
tests were carried out for the hot test using a transparent
combustion chamber. It revealed that the combustion was
confined to 59.5% of the inner vortex core region. Analysis
of vortex configuration for vortex-cooled combustion
chamber by Tang et al [16] concludes that the oxidizer
injection angle is a key parameter that decides the stability
and the vorticity of the inner core. The viscosity was found
to reduce the swirl velocity. Yu et al [17] conducted
experiment and simulation studies of a high-thrust VCCW
engine. The specific impulse is found to increase with the
increase in hydrogen injection ring diameter, which is
congruence with the findings of Li et al [15]. The recirculation zones formed in the chamber due to the gaseous
hydrogen injector resulted in flame stabilization that
improved the efficiency. The optimum efficiency was
obtained when the oxidizer to fuel ratio was nearly stoichiometric with the maximum specific impulse of 94.2%.
Sun and Liu [18] investigated the influence of the injection
velocity, and the chamber length, on the tangential velocity.
It is found that the tangential velocity increases with the
injection velocity, while the increase in the chamber length
has an adverse effect on the swirl velocity. However, the
vortices maintained their shape and intensity along the
chamber axis. Lu et al [19] conducted a feasibility study on
the cooling technique of VCCW engine with quartz as the
chamber surface. The combustion zone occupied around
55–60% of the combustion chamber.
The literature review reveals that the flow phenomenon
inside the VCCW chamber is quite complex due to the bidirectional flow with forced and free spinning co-vortices.
Further, a large number of research works carried out in this
field are analytical and numerical due to the complexity
involved in the design and fabrication of the thrust chamber. Very few experiments are conducted in the lab-scale
models of vortex combustor using the real propellants.
Thus, the current investigation is pursued on non-reacting
and reacting flows on a lab-scale model of a VCCW
chamber. The present studies are conducted in two phases.
One, under the non-reacting flow conditions where the
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pressurized fuel and oxidizer are injected into the chamber
and the mixture exhausts through the nozzle without
combustion. The other study is with reacting flows (with
combustion) where the propellants are burnt using the pilot
igniter. The pressure developed inside the chamber at different testing conditions is measured by varying the propellants injection pressures and mixture ratios. In addition,
the temperature of the chamber surface is measured to
examine the effectiveness of vortex cooling mechanism in
the chamber. Simulation studies are conducted under nonreacting flow conditions to understand the vortices motion
inside the combustion chamber.

2. Design and fabrication
The VCCW chamber that is used for the current investigation is designed to generate a thrust of 50 N. The
diameter and height values of the chamber are 50.8 mm and
thus the aspect ratio of chamber is one. The material used
for the chamber is high-grade steel (SS304) and has a
thickness of 8 mm. The chamber and its accessories are
fabricated and tested at Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre of
Indian Space Research Organisation. The sectional view of
the vortex chamber with a nozzle is shown in figure 2, and
its fabricated components are shown in figure 3. The factor
of safety considered to design the chamber is 5 at ground
testing conditions. Gaseous hydrogen and gaseous oxygen
are used as fuel and oxidizer, respectively, for the experiments with oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio ranging from 4:1
to 7:1. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the combustion
chamber, and the corresponding schematic is shown in
figure 4. The chamber has three main components, namely
the chamber body, pilot ignition assembly placed over the
chamber and nozzle portion placed below the chamber. The
pilot ignition is actuated during the reacting tests by

Figure 2. Sectional drawing of the VCCW with nozzle.
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providing a fuel-rich flame to the chamber axially through
an orifice of 10 mm diameter. It is ensured that the pilot
igniter avoids the localized hot spots inside the chamber
during combustion [10]. A convergent–divergent nozzle
having a throat diameter of 12.7 mm is attached to the
chamber for the exhaust of the combustion gaseous products and generates thrust. Further, to overcome the high
temperature of the gaseous products during its expansion in
the nozzle, the inner contour of the nozzle is fabricated
using the Carbon–Carbon material. To ensure the functioning of thrust chamber without glitches, water testing is
conducted where pressurized water (0.5 bar) is injected in
the tangential ports of the chamber. The water exhaust
shown in figure 5a indicates a smooth exit from the nozzle
without any flow separation. Similarly, figure 5b shows the
jet flame exhaust at the nozzle exit captured during the
reacting test. This test ensures spike-free and smooth flame
at the nozzle exit, thus confining the entire combustion
inside the vortex chamber.

3. Methodology
3.1 Experimental procedure
In the present study, non-reacting and reacting tests are
conducted at different oxidizer to fuel mixture ratios. Initially, non-reacting tests are conducted as described in the
previous section and pressure developed in the chamber is
recorded. This is followed by a series of reacting tests,
where the pressure developed and the temperatures in the
chamber are recorded. The pressurized gaseous propellants
are stored in cylinders having the capacity of 50 l. The
propellants flow rate is varied using a non-venting type
spring-loaded pressure regulator. Electro-pneumatic control
valves connected to solenoid valves and operated using a
Programmable Logical Controller are used for supply
operations of propellants. The instrumentations with their
configurations and accuracies, used in the experiments, are
shown in table 2. Figure 4 (section view) shows four tangential ports through which the oxidizer is injected. Each
port has a diameter of 2.8 mm, and they are equally spaced
along the periphery of the chamber. To ensure safe operations and testing, several safety measures are ascertained
before each experiment, such as purging of fuel remains in
pipe lines using helium gas, suppression of disturbance
using choked orifice in pipe lines, prevention of propellant
leakages, etc. In the case of non-reacting flows, the propellants inlet injection pressure and mass flow rates are
shown in table 3. The mixture ratios of the propellants
considered in the present study are 4.2 and 6.0. The locations for pressure measurements in the chamber are shown
in figure 2, and described in table 4. The pressure measurement port PC1 is located at the bottom end of the
chamber at x/L = 0.8 and r/R = 1, and PC2 is located at the
top end of the chamber at x/L = 0 and r/R = 0.9. These two
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Figure 3. Photographs showing the fabricated part of the (a) chamber body and (b) nozzle portion of VCCW.

Table 1. Configuration of vortex combustion chamber.
Sl. no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
Chamber diameter
Chamber length
Throat diameter
Throat length
Nozzle exit diameter
Nozzle length
Convergence diameter
Diameter of each swirl injector
Axial fuel injector diameter

D = 50.8

Dimension (mm)
50.8
50.8
12.7
2.54
17.9
13.33
25.4
2.8
10

locations are chosen to understand the pressure variations
due to vortex reversals. In the case of reacting flows, inlet
conditions of the propellants are shown in table 5 and the
testing is carried out at a mixture ratio of 6.38. The
parameters measured are the chamber pressures and surface
temperatures, at the locations as described in table 4.

Axial
Injector
X/L = 0

r

x
L = 50.8
B

B

X/L = 0.9
X/L = 1
Four Tangential
Injector Ф 2.8
De-Lavel nozzle with
contraction ratio = 16

r

3.2 Numerical simulation
Figure 4 shows the physical domain of the VCCW chamber
considered for the numerical simulations with the geometry
details in table 1. The non-reacting flow simulations are
carried out with gaseous oxygen and gaseous hydrogen as
oxidizer and fuel, respectively. The computational simulations are conducted for three-dimensional, compressible
steady flow using ANSYS Fluent software and a second-

Section BB

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the VCCW.
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Figure 5. Photographs showing the (a) water calibration performed in a vortex chamber and (b) flame test conducted with propellants.

Table 2. Instrumentation details.
Measuring parameters

Transducer

Upstream pressure of propellants
Chamber pressure
Mass flow meter for oxidizer
Mass flow meter for hydrogen
Temperature

Range

21NA strain gauge
21NA strain gauge
Coriolis type
Coriolis type
K-type thermocouple (response time = 100 ms)
C-type thermocouple (response time = 100 ms)

0–100 bar
0–20 bar
0–0.05 kg/s
0–0.1 kg/s
- 200 to 1200 °C
0–2500 °C

Accuracy (%)
±0.5
±0.5
±0.1
±0.1
1 °C
1 °C

Make
ISRO
ISRO
Micromotion
Micromotion
ISRO
ISRO

Table 3. Inlet conditions of propellants for non-reacting flow experiments.
Propellants

Injection pressure (bar)

Mass flow rate (g/s)

11
16
9
16

21
5
36
6

O2
H2
O2
H2

Mixture ratio
4.2
6.0

Table 4. Nomenclature of the measurement ports and its locations.
Number of ports
1
2
3
4
5
6

Measuring port
Pinj-O2
PC1
PC2
TS1
TC2
TS2

Measuring parameter
Oxygen injection pressure
Chamber pressure at bottom surface
Chamber pressure at top surface
Temperature inside the combustor at top surface
Temperature inside the combustor at bottom surface
Skin temperature at top plate surface

order accurate implicit solver. The computational grid of
the chamber is shown in figure 6. The grid independence
tests are conducted with grid sizes of 2.0 9 105, 4.0 9 105,

Location
x/L
x/L
x/L
x/L
x/L
x/L

=
=
=
=
=
=

0.9, r/R = 1
0.8, r/R = 1
0, r/R = 0.9
0, r/R = 0.9
0.8, r/R = 1
0.8, r/R = 0.3

6.0 9 105 and 7.0 9 105 tetrahedral cells varying from
coarse to fine grids. The chamber pressure results showed a
negligible variation (\2%) with the last two grid sizes, and
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Table 5. Inlet conditions of propellants for reacting flow experiments.
Propellants
O2
H2

Injection pressure (bar)

Mass flow rate (g/s)

10
58

Mixture ratio

37
5.8

6.38

Table 6. Boundary conditions for the simulation studies.
Conditions
Injection temperature (K)
Injection pressure (bar)
Mass flow rate (g/s)
Wall boundaries
Out flow pressure at nozzle exit

Fuel
300
16
5
Adiabatic
1 bar

Oxidizer
300
11
21

chamber. In the simulations the Courant number considered
is one, and an under-relaxation factor for turbulent kinetic
energy and turbulent dissipation rate is 0.8. The spatial
discretization was based on a least-square cell method. The
initial simulations for 8000 iterations are carried out using a
first-order upwind scheme, and later switched to the second
order. The residues dropped steadily below 10-5 beyond
25000 iterations, and the iterations were performed until the
errors reduced by three orders. The double-precision option
is used to provide accurate solution to the flow problem and
reduce the round-off error.
Figure 6. Grid view of the chamber.

therefore a mesh with 624397 tetrahedral cells and 125157
nodes is constructed in Hypermesh for the chamber. The
surface cell size is 3 mm and a multiplication factor of 1.2
is given for tetrahedral meshing. Sufficient near-wall
refinement is provided and standard wall function approach
is used, thus achieving the y? value of 40, which is within
the acceptable range of 30 \ y? \ 60 for j–e scheme.
Since the flow is not a detached flow, and there is no drastic
pressure gradient inside the chamber, RNG j–e turbulence
model is used to analyse the flow patterns inside the thrust
chamber. Numerical studies on highly swirling flows in a
cylinder were conducted by Amit and Ranganathan [7]
using RNG j–e scheme, and they predicted more accurate
results than those from the standard j–e scheme. The
boundary conditions used for the simulations are indicated
in table 6. The fuel and oxidizer mass flow rates are 5 and
21 g/s, respectively, providing a mixture ratio of 4.2. The
oxidizer is injected tangentially at 11 bar, and the fuel is
injected axially at 16 bar. The condition at the nozzle exit is
considered to be the atmospheric pressure outlet condition.
An adiabatic condition is assumed at the wall surface of the

4. Results and discussion
The initial part of this section discusses the experimental
and numerical results obtained from the non-reacting flows
at different mixture ratios. The pressures, velocity and
concentration contours at different axial location of the
chamber are illustrated. The chamber pressures obtained
from the simulations are compared to those of experiments.
In the second part, experimental results, namely the
chamber pressures and surface temperatures obtained from
the reacting flows, are discussed.

4.1 Non-reacting flow in VCCW chamber
Figure 7 shows the pressure contours obtained inside the
chamber at different axial locations x/L = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8 and 1.0 at a mixture ratio of 4.2. It is noted from the
contours that the minimum pressure is observed at the
centreline of the chamber, and gradually increases along the
radial direction at all the axial locations. These contours
show a uniform variation in pressure, with inner and outer
vortices formed in the chamber. At an axial location x/
L = 1, a sudden increase in the pressure is observed at four
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Figure 7. Pressure contours at different axial locations of (a) x/L = 0, (b) x/L = 0.2, (c) x/L = 0.4, (d) x/L = 0.6, (e) x/L = 0.8 and (f) x/
L = 1.0 of the chamber at mixture ratio of 4.2.

tangential injection locations. This is due to the fact that the
total pressure of the oxidizer at injection is around 11 bar,
and this leads to the formation of shocks in the flow to
adjust with the chamber pressure. This fact is substantiated
from the Mach number contour plot at x/L = 0.9 at the
mixture ratio of 4.2 in figure 8. This contour clearly indicates that the local Mach number of the oxidizer is around
1.56 before the shock and 0.8 after the shock. Further, from
figure 7 at x/L = 1 it is observed that the chamber pressure
at the centre is much lower compared with those at other
axial locations due to the presence of the nozzle, where the
flow expands. Figure 9 shows the velocity contour of the
flow inside the chamber at different axial locations x/

L = 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9. In congruence with the pressure
contour plots in figure 7, the velocity is found to increase
along the radial direction. From figure 9a, the velocity at
the centre of the chamber is almost zero at the top portion
of chamber (x/L = 0.3) and almost 135 m/s near the wall
surface. With an increase in the axial direction, at x/L = 0.9
(figure 9c), the velocity is almost 180 m/s at the centre of
the chamber and around 320 m/s near the wall surface. A
similar observation is prominent in the case of x/L = 0.6 in
figure 9b. These contours ensure that the oxidizer velocity
near the wall surface is higher, which is related to the swirl
created due to the tangential injection of oxidizer. Figure 9c
shows the maximum velocity of the oxidizer near the
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Figure 8. Mach number contour at axial location of x/L = 0.9 of
the chamber at mixture ratio of 4.2.

Figure 9. Velocity contours at different axial locations: (a) x/
L = 0.3, (b) x/L = 0.6 and (c) x/L = 0.9 of the chamber at mixture
ratio of 4.2.

4.2
4
Chamber pressure (bar)

injectors, which is around 450 m/s, followed by a formation
of shock as discussed in figure 8.
Figure 10 shows the pressure near the chamber wall (r/
R = 1) along the axial distance from x/L = 0 to 1. The
pressure is found to be almost constant up to x/L = 0.6,
followed by an increase up to x/L = 1. It is corroborated
that the pressure increase is due to the tangential injection
of oxidizers from four injector ports at x/L = 1, leading to a
pressure rise in the chamber locally. The experimentally
measured wall pressures at PC1 and PC2 and a mixture ratio
of 4.2 are marked in figure 10. The trends of pressure
variation with x/L in simulations and experiments are
observed to be similar. Further, experiments conducted at a
mixture ratio of 6.0 also show a similar behaviour of
increase in pressure with x/L as seen in table 7. However,
pressures obtained using simulations under-predicted the
experimental measurements. The reason might be due to
the time-averaged RANS equations used in the simulations,
which led to a mismatch. Figure 11 shows the radial
pressure variation of the flow inside the chamber at x/L = 0
and 0.8 at the mixture ratio of 4.2. It can be noted from the
figure that the flow pressure is lower at the centre of the
chamber (r/R = 0) compared with those near the wall,
which is observed in figure 7. The reason for the lower
pressure region is due to reversal of the outer vortex near
the top-plate of the chamber (x/L = 0) and forming an inner
vortex core moving in the downwards direction with a
higher angular momentum. This combination of vortices
creates a bi-directional co-spinning vortex that leads to a
higher pressure region near the wall and a lower pressure
region towards the centre. At the bottom portion of the
chamber at x/L = 0.8, the presence of nozzle reduces the
pressure at the centre. The measured pressures (table 7) at

Numerical: r/R=1
Expt: PC1

3.8

Expt: PC2

3.6
3.4
3.2
3

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

x/L

Figure 10. Axial pressure variation at r/R = 1 in non-reacting
flows and comparison with experimental values for the mixture
ratio of 4.2.
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Table 7. Chamber pressures developed during the non-reacting flow experiments.
Chamber pressure (bar)
Propellants

Injection pressure (bar)

Mass flow rate (g/s)

11
16
9
16

21
5
36
6

O2
H2
O2
H2

4.5
4
3.5
Pressure (bar)

3
2.5
2

Numerical: x/L=0.8

1.5

Numerical: x/L= 0
Expt: PC1

1

Expt: PC2

0.5
-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0
r/R

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 11. Radial pressure variation in non-reacting flows and
comparison with experimental values for the mixture ratio of 4.2.

PC1 and PC2 are marked in figure 11. The simulation
pressure results fairly match with the experiments within
0.4 bar. Further, from table 7, it can be noted that the
chamber pressure increases by around 0.8 bar when the

Mixture ratio

PC1

PC2

4.2

4

3.8

6.0

4.8

4.5

mixture ratio is increased from 4.2 to 6. Figure 12 shows
the mass fraction contour of propellants at different axial
sections of the chamber. At an axial location of x/L = 0 of
the chamber (figure 12a) the oxidizer mass fraction is
almost zero, indicating that hydrogen is dominant at around
r/R = 0 near the fuel injection port. Along the axial direction, the hydrogen starts to diffuse and mix with oxygen
(figure 12b and c) and a maximum mixing is observed at x/
L = 1 (figure 12c). Figure 13 presents the path lines of the
oxidizer, with the colour indicating the mass fraction. The
mass fraction of oxidizer is maximum along the tangential
injection and the outer vortex. The oxidizer combines with
hydrogen at x/L = 0 and the mass fraction of the oxidizer is
seen to reduce to 0.7 at the vortex core, and a further
reduction along the downstream. In addition, no break-up
of the oxidizer is observed at the outer vortex as noted from
figure 13. This clearly indicates that along the inner surface
of the chamber a blanket of oxidizer is formed throughout
the chamber’s axial length, which is also evident from
figure 12. In summary it is concluded that the mixing of
fuel with oxidizer is completely confined to the inner vortex
core of the chamber, thus possibly restricting the combustion in this region.

Figure 12. Mass fraction of oxidizer: (a) x/L = 0, (b) x/L = 0.5 and (c) x/L = 1.
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Figure 13. Path lines of the oxidizer with colour variation
representing its mass fraction.

4.2 Reacting flow in VCCW chamber
In case of reacting tests, hydrogen is injected at a pressure
of 58 bar and the oxidizer is injected at a pressure of 10 bar

Figure 14. (a) Injection pressure and (b) mass flow rates of the
propellants for oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio of 6.38.

Sådhanå (2020)45:43
(figure 14a). The corresponding flow rates for the former
and latter are 5.8 and 37 g/s, respectively (figure 14b). The
duration of the entire set of experiment is 5–6 s, and the
propellants are injected simultaneously in the chamber.
Figure 15 shows that the chamber pressure develops during
the reacting flow test at mixture ratio of 6.38 and the stabilized pressure is observed after 1 s, which is around
5–6 bar. The pressure measured at the location x/L & 0.8
(PC1) is found to be higher compared with that at x/L & 0
(PC2), which is similar to the results observed in the nonreacting flow tests (figure 10). The parameters used in the
reacting flow tests, and the corresponding pressure and
temperature results, are tabulated in table 8. It is noted from
the table that at the mixture ratio of 6.38 in the reacting case
the chamber pressure developed is around 6.2 bar, while
the same in non-reacting case for a similar condition is
around 4.8 bar (table 7). Figure 16 shows the temperature
variation with time, measured at different chamber locations in the chamber. Interestingly, it is noted that the skin
temperature of the chamber does not increase beyond
360 K during the combustion, though its adiabatic flame
temperature is expected to be more than 3000 K [20]. This
is corroborated as the feat of utilizing the VCCW mechanism in combustor, which can retain the wall temperature to
around 360 K. The current observations are similar to those
of Li et al [14], who carried out simulations to show lower
temperature at the surface of the chamber. The reason can
be corroborated from the simulation results plotted in figure 12, which shows a higher mass fraction of oxidizer near
the chamber wall surface. It is presumed that this oxidizer
may confine the combustion within the central core region
of the chamber, thus shielding the wall from higher combustion temperature.

Figure 15. Variation of chamber pressure in chamber during the
reacting flow test for mixture ratio of 6.38.
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Table 8. Chamber pressures and temperatures during the reacting experiments.
Propellants

Injection pressure (bar)

O2
H2

10
58

Mass flow rate (g/s)

Mixture ratio

37
5.8

6.38

Chamber pressure (bar)
PC1
6.2

PC2
5.8

Chamber temperature (K)
TC2
306

TS1
360

TS2
320

simulations studies, where the oxidizer blanket covering the
inner wall throughout the chamber significantly reduces the
chamber wall temperature.
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5. Conclusion
A lab-scale model of a VCCW chamber is fabricated for
carrying out non-reacting and reacting experiments using
gaseous hydrogen and gaseous oxygen as fuel and oxidizer,
respectively. The oxidizer is injected tangentially from the
bottom end of the chamber from four ports, and hydrogen is
injected axially from the injector fixed at the centre of the
top end of the chamber. The mixture ratios considered for
the experimental studies are 4.2 and 6.0, and in case of
numerical simulations, the mixture ratio considered is 4.2.
Numerical simulations illustrate the formation of an outer
vortex along the inner chamber wall, and its directional
reversal to form an inner vortex core, thus developing bidirectional co-spinning vortices in the chamber. This
resulted in a higher pressure region near the chamber wall
and a lower pressure region at the centre of the chamber.
Experimental results indicate that the pressure is higher at
the bottom-end of the chamber compared with the top-end.
In the non-reacting cases, with an increase in the mixture
ratio from 4.2 to 6.0, the chamber pressure is observed to
increase by 0.8 bar. On comparing the chamber pressure
developed in the reacting and non-reacting flow cases at
almost similar mixture ratio, it is noted that the chamber
pressure of the former is higher by at least 1.3 bar than the
latter case. During the reacting flow experiments, maximum
temperature of the chamber wall is found to be around
360 K, which is much lesser than the combustion temperature in the chamber. The reason is illustrated from the
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